Background
Obtaining reproductive success is a critical component of fitness. In most sexual species, females evaluate male traits and choose to copulate with 'better' males to gain benefits for themselves or their offspring [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Selection for female choice means that preferences often arise prior to the preferred male traits [1] , and sometimes evolve because they are advantageous in a non-mating context [9, 10] . However, the preference and the preferred trait often do not provide increased fitness outside of mating, making it unclear how such preferences and traits would initially arise; hence, we focus on these. Female preferences can exert profound selective forces upon male traits, sometimes manifesting as selectivity for male trait values that are more exaggerated than those produced by males in the current population, potentially driving male traits to extremes via Fisherian runaway sexual selection [10] [11] [12] [13] . Existing theory provides powerful explanations for the exaggeration and complexity of sexually selected traits.
The problem
While selection on preference-trait combinations has been extensively studied, the field has focused on trait and preference exaggeration or on enhancing complexity more than their origin. Cues that evolve outside of mating, such as body size, can be co-opted for mate choice, but we do not address these situations here, instead focusing on the evolution of preferences for novel traits. How novel preference-trait combinations initially arise is still contentious, particularly for novel preference-trait combinations that incur a fitness cost via natural selection. Indeed, the origin of preference is not typically factored into the classic runaway selection models, which assume that preference and preference variation are already present (e.g. [10, 14] ). Preference-trait origin can be problematic because either the male trait or the female preference alone could initially be disadvantageous owing to natural selection, or owing to lack of desired mates and the associated cost of going unmated. Further, when present at low frequencies, preference would not exert a significant sexual selection force [15] hindering the spread of the preferred trait. How do novel preference-trait combinations initially arise and overcome selection against them?
The presence of novel preferences for non-existent male traits has been observed in a range of species, including in birds for males with white crests [16] , and in grasshoppers for particular complexities of courtship song [17] . A previously proposed mechanism whereby novel preference-trait combinations could arise is sensory bias. This hypothesis proposes that female sensory systems evolve a heightened response to stimuli that provide non-mating fitness advantages, such as attraction to food coloration, and that males subsequently evolve mating traits that exploit this bias [9, 10] . Although sensory bias is clearly a powerful mechanism [8] , it cannot explain the origin of all preference-trait combinations [18, 19] . In particular, preference based on sensory bias may be difficult to evolve if females pay costs for responding to exploitative male signals (e.g. dishonest signals leading to females choosing inferior males or paying costs for choice). Under sensory bias, sensory tuning evolves outside of mating, but females gain no mating benefit from responding to exploitative males. Therefore, mating costs would select females to ignore exploitative traits or evolve counter measures, thus limiting the pervasiveness of sensory drive [20] . An example of this is shown in jumping spider preference for complex seismic signals in foreign males that might have evolved to overcome exploitation by local males [21] .
Our solution
Here we describe a mechanism by which novel female preferences arise first as 'veiled preferences' that allow them to spread throughout a population without a fitness cost. These veiled preferences exist in a population but are not expressed because the preferred trait has not yet evolved, and the preference is thus 'veiled' from the action of selection. The veiled preference mechanism may be especially likely when females exert choice after copulating (cryptic female choice), or when there is a relative choice threshold (best-of-n) [22] because both of these mechanisms ensure females do not go unmated.
The veiled preference hypothesis does not rely on sensory evolution or sensory bias and thus can explain the origin of novel preferences for cases where sensory evolution does not apply. Unlike sensory bias models, in this scenario, the neurological or physiological basis of preference does not have to be associated with a fitness advantage via natural selection in a non-mating context. In addition, the neutrality of novel preferences and traits is assumed in some versions of Fisherian models, and veiled preference provides a mechanism by which novel preferences and traits could be neutral. This hypothesis is therefore related to classic neutral theory and more recent ideas regarding randomly occurring mutations affecting the evolutionary divergence of mating traits [23] . Although that research has assumed neutral preference and/or male trait, rarely have studies asked why or how such preferences and traits can actually be neutral, which is a primary focus of the veiled preference hypothesis.
As a hypothetical example, imagine a mutation arises that causes preference for males with orange feathers, and males with orange feathers confer a selective advantage to females and/or their offspring. However, all males currently have blue feathers (figure 1). While a female that has the orange preference mutation views all blue males as non-preferred, she will mate and use their sperm for fertilization in the absence of preferred (novel trait) males. A mutation then occurs that produces orange feathers. Males with the orange feather mutation will have a distinct advantage with any females who possess a preference for orange coloration, and father a disproportionate number of their offspring. If the female preference allele is at high frequency, orange feathered males would have high reproductive success, causing the orange feather mutation to spread. Non-random mating will likely generate a genetic correlation between trait and preference, causing the orange preference allele to increase in frequency through indirect selection [11, 24] . The preference can be for a novel phenotype, such as the orange feathers we described above, or for an entirely novel structural trait, such as the presence of a head crest.
Veiled preferences are especially likely if females accept matings with non-preferred males when no preferred males are present, particularly in instances where females exert postcopulatory selection via cryptic female choice [25] [26] [27] . In this way, they ensure reproduction while exhibiting choice. In most species, females mate multiply (are polyandrous) and selectively mate with males of higher quality [28] . But there have been many documented cases where females will mate with non-preferred males when preferred males are not present [29, 30] , sometimes even with males of another species [31, 32] . This strategy of low selectivity in no-choice situations prevents females from producing no offspring and having zero fitness. Cryptic choice then allows females to produce offspring with preferred sperm and realize the benefits those males provide.
The preferential production of orange-coloured offspring (figure 1) could act in several ways before or during copulation, such as via a female's overt preference for the trait, using a choice rule such as best-of-n, or by increasing latency until subsequent mating. However, in these cases, the preferred male's fertilization success could still be limited by the presence of sperm from other males. Thus, the most potent selective force would be through post-copulatory sexual selection, whereby a female exerts cryptic choice and disproportionately uses the sperm from the preferred male [32] [33] [34] . Females achieve cryptic choice through a variety of mechanisms, including by altering copulation duration and sperm transfer, ejecting sperm of non-preferred males and selective use of sperm of the preferred male to fertilize eggs [32, 34, 35] . Cryptic female choice would cause a preferred male to obtain a disproportionate share of offspring, further enhancing the spread of the male trait even after females have mated with non-preferred males.
Conditions that facilitate the evolution of novel mating traits by veiled preference
While the majority of veiled preference alleles that arise may be lost or remain unmatched by male traits, those rare cases where royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsbl Biol. Lett. 15: 20180878 a novel preference-trait combination is formed are those likely to be observed in nature. Veiled preferences are most likely to evolve for traits that are correlated with genetic or direct benefits. Because the first males to display the novel preferred trait only benefit from enhanced fertilization success with females possessing novel preference alleles, the preference alleles either need to be at a high enough frequency to offset the cost of trait production or the cost for producing the trait must be negligible for males. Additionally, when first expressed, the novel preference cannot be so strong as to prevent mating with non-preferred males; otherwise, females with this preference will forgo matings because males with the novel, newly preferred trait are rare. Avoiding the cost of going unmated is a key reason why we invoke best-of-n rules and/or cryptic choice. Costs of trait production are likely to trade off with veiled preference frequency, and for our mechanism to work, these must offset one another. Moreover, the magnitude of the benefit that females gain from choosing novel males will impact how rapidly the preference-trait combination spreads after both arise, as it affects offspring fitness and thus allele prevalence [23] .
In addition, there are facilitating genetic conditions. The effects of genetic drift can be appreciable because the novel preference is likely to be effectively neutral in the absence of the preferred trait. Drift could facilitate the increase of novel preferences, especially in small or isolated populations, founder events, population bottlenecks, peripatric populations and the edges of species ranges [36] . Although ideas from neutral theory have permeated much of evolutionary biology, and classic Fisherian sexual selection theory allows for neutral traits before trait elaboration ensues, to our knowledge, the biological mechanisms that make such preferences and male traits neutral and thus allow their further elaboration have been rarely explored [23] . This is central to the veiled preference hypothesis. Linkage between the novel veiled preference and an adaptive trait would also facilitate the process, allowing the preference allele to hitchhike with the adaptive trait and thus increase in frequency. Pleiotropy between the novel preference and an adaptive trait could be especially effective because pleiotropy circumvents the problem of recombination faced with mere linkage [37, 38] . By our conceptual model, increased prevalence of the veiled royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsbl Biol. Lett. 15: 20180878 preference would permit a greater range of corresponding male traits, including those that have a relatively high fitness cost, and the resulting coevolution would likely increase the frequency of the preference -trait combination.
Conclusion
Here, we present a hypothetical model by which novel female preferences may first arise and spread as veiled preferences. This is facilitated by a female's willingness to mate with non-preferred males in the absence of preferred males. The veiled preferences will have the greatest effect when exerted as a cryptic female choice, by reducing fitness costs when mated to non-preferred males. Skewed production of preferred male offspring when mated to a preferred male can allow both veiled preferences and preferred male traits to spread through a population. There are shockingly few papers that explore both novel preferences and male traits along with cryptic female choice. Thus, there are too little data currently available for us to evaluate whether this mechanism could be prevalent or rare. We encourage more attention to these questions. 
